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Dr. Kory received a stipend from Sonosite/Fuijifilm to provide a video based tutorial based on 

how to diagnose a deep vein thrombosis using ultrasound. 

 

I appreciate and commend Dr. Schmidt’s  succinct review (1) of the physiology underlying 

cardiac filling and output. He accurately observes that IVC distention has a strong correlation 

with FR. He neglects to mention, however, that IVC distention is found in such rare 

circumstances, it could never serve as the primary guide to fluid resuscitation unless we heavily 

sedated, paralyzed, and overinflated our intubated patients, an approach violating some of the 

most beneficial patient care practices we know of today (i.e. low tidal volume ventilation, 

avoiding delirium, and increasing mobility).(2)  Thus, the debate rests almost entirely on the 

predictive merits of the most common respiro-phasic IVC variation encountered, that of IVC 

collapse.  

 

IVC Collapse 

Several of Dr. Schmidt’s physiologic observations on IVC collapse were identical to those I cited 

in arguing against its utility to guide fluid resuscitation; 1) that IVC collapse results from 

spontaneous respiratory effort and 2) that the magnitude of IVC collapse is almost entirely 

conditioned by the magnitude of respiratory effort and the level of right atrial pressure (RAP). 

This is precisely the crux of my argument – the amount of IVC collapse (that he provided 

instruction in measuring) provides no guidance to answering fluid needs given that; 1) depth of 

respiratory effort is a physiologic parameter clearly independent of fluid status and 2) “right 

sided” pressures haven been proven of little utility in predicting FR. I again want to emphasize 

that the erroneous equating of low RAP (i.e. small IVC) with hypovolemia will persist unless we 

understand that low RAP in shock patients most commonly results from vasoplegia and 

hypercontractile heart function, two physiologic processes that only incompletely respond to 

fluid. The frequent “incomplete responses” encountered in low RAP is precisely why a better 

guide to fluid decisions is needed! 

 

The above physiology strongly brings into question his statement that “ΔIVC during 

spontaneous breathing predicts fluid-responsiveness with an odds ratio of 13.2”. To be fair, Dr. 

Schmidt admits that “this predictive ability is less than in passively ventilated patients” and that 

“spontaneously breathing patients is ΔIVC’s weakest link.” Given the conflicting nature of these 

statements, a more specific analysis of the cited evidence is warranted. 
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